URGENT ACTION NEEDED
Submission for psychotherapy stream at ANLP conference in
London: 17-19th May 2019.
Dear NLPt Colleague/s,
I hope you are well. Last year at the ANLP conference there was no psychotherapy stream due
to a lack of submissions. In October of 2017 I spoke with Karen Moxom and she welcomed
the idea of working with the NLPtCA to rectify this situation for 2019.
The URGENT ACTION NEEDED is that before 15th July we go to
https://www.facebook.com/nlpconference/photos/a.10150996907570495.785786.189239465494/1
0160760146065495/?type=3&theater

and follow the link, (reproduced below) so as to submit our proposals
https://www.nlpconference.com/2019-presenter-proposals
Deadline for submissions is Sunday 15th July 2018 and the dates for the ANLP conference
next year is 17-19th May 2019
I do apologise for this late “urgent action” newsletter, however the request for submissions
from ANLP only went up on the 13th June 2018, so we really do not have much time.
Nina, (Karen Moxom’s PA), told me in order to run a psychotherapy stream we will need at
least 8 good quality proposals. I have already spoken to some of you in person and thank you
so much for being so positive. I myself will submit a proposal and if you need any support or
assistance in “having a go” feel free to email me on bruce@achieving-lives.co.uk
The key thing to remember if we do sign up for promoting our profession in this way is that
we let the ANLP know we are submitting a PSYCHOTHERAPY workshop. So for example
when they ask: “what audience your session is aimed at?” We should say those considering
psychotherapy as a profession, or potential clients of psychotherapy, just make sure
PSYHOTHERAPY is in there multiple times. This way the selection committee have no
option but to assign the submission to the PSYCHOTHERAPY section.
At our very successful member’s day in London recently, collectively we agreed we need to
put NLPt on the front foot and showcase what a difference we can make. Surely this is a
perfect opportunity to do that and attract new members so they can pay it forward too.
With kindest regards, Bruce Grimley.

